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The common factor graph of a set of integers has the integers as vertices, two vertices being 
adjacent just if they have a proper common factor. Such graphs permit visual interpretation f 
many common factor properties of sets of integers. A characterization f common factor 
graphs is given. The common factor graph of P, the set of integers ~>2, is a diameter 2 graph in 
which every induced subgraph is a common factor graph, and every common factor graph is 
isomorphic to an induced subgraph of the common factor graph of P. We discuss the problem 
of finding the length of the smallest initial segment of P which contains a given finite graph as 
an induced subgraph. 
Connected common factor graphs of runs of consecutive integers are considered in detail. 
Pillai and Brauer proved that there exist runs of n consecutive integers not containing any 
member coprime to all the rest, precisely when n ~> 17. A new uniform construction is given for 
this result. The paper concludes with relevant numerical results, including constellations of runs 
with connected common factor graphs occurring around 151 058 and 771 320. 
1. Common factor graphs 
This note considers common factor properties of sets of integers, especially 
consecutive integers. We ~ conveniently visual~e these properties for any set S 
of positive integers by introducing the common factor graph G(S), with the 
integers in S as vertices, and edges between just those pairs which have a proper 
common factor, that is, a common factor greater than 1. 
A graph is locally finite if every vertex has finite degree. As an easy first result, 
we have 
Theorem 1. Every finite graph and every countably infinite graph which is locally 
finite is the common factor graph of some set of positive integers. 
Proof, It was shown by Szpilrajn-Marczewski [10] that any irreflexive symmetric 
binary relation can be realized as the intersection relation on distinct members of 
a family of sets. (The intersection graph of such a family has the sets as its 
vertices, and adjacency corresponds to nonempty intersection of distinct sets.) In 
particular, a finite or countably infinite graph is the intersection graph of a family 
of subsets of a countable set. For example, label the vertices and edges of a given 
graph, and associate with each vertex the set comprising the label on that vertex 
and the labels on all incident edges: the intersection graph on the resultant family 
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of sets is (isomorphic to) the given graph. Theorem 1 follows immediately by 
taking prime numbers as labels, then replacing each subset by the product of its 
elements; if the graph is countably infinite, this construction requires it to be 
locally finite so that the subsets of primes representing the vertices can be taken 
to be finite. [] 
Let us define a graph G to be locally cover finite if there is a family of complete 
subgraphs which covers G (that is, G is the union of this family of complete 
subgraphs) and is such that each vertex of G belongs to only finitely many of the 
covering graphs. Note that the covering subgraphs need not be vertex-disjoint or 
even edge-disjoint, nor need they be maximal complete subgraphs (cliques). We 
shall now characterize common factor graphs. 
Theorem 2. A graph G is realizable as a common factor graph if and only if it is 
finite or countably infinite and locally cover finite. 
Proof. Suppose G = G(S) for some set S of positive integers. Then the order of 
G is the cardinality of S, which is at most countably infinite. For each prime p 
which has a multiple in S, let G(S, p) denote the subgraph of G(S) induced by 
the multiples of p, and if 1 e S, let G(1) denote the subgraph aving 1 as its only 
vertex. Each of these subgraphs is complete, and together they cover G(S). 
Moreover, since each vertex has only finitely many prime factors, it belongs to 
only finitely many of the covering graphs. Thus G is locally cover finite. 
Conversely, suppose G has at most countably infinite order, and is locally cover 
finite. Take a family of complete subgraphs which covers G and is such that each 
vertex of G belongs to only finite many covering graphs. If there are vertices 
belonging to the same set of covering graphs, we can adjoin to the chosen 
covering family enough of these vertices, as complete subgraphs of order 1, to 
ensure finally that no two vertices belong to the same subset of the extended 
covering family, yet each vertex still belongs to only finitely many covering 
graphs. The extended covering family is still at most countably infinite, so we can 
label its members with distinct primes. Now each G can be realized as a common 
factor graph bY realizing each vertex v e G as the product of the primes labelling 
all covering graphs containing v. [] 
Let us define a graph H to be a universal graph for a given family of graphs ~ if 
each graph in ~ is isomorphic to an induced subgraph of H. Let P denote the set 
of integers exceeding 1. From the proof of Theorem 2, we deduce the following 
Corollary. The common factor graph G(P) is a universal graph for the family of 
locally cover finite graphs of at most countably infinite order. Moreover, every 
induced subgraph of G(P) is in this family, and G(P) is an induced subgraph of 
every universal graph for this family. 
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Note that the proof of Theorem 2 also shows that if P0 is the subset of P 
comprising all the squarefree positive integers, then G(P0) is a universal graph for 
the family of common factor graphs. It follows that G (P0) is a proper subgraph of 
G(P) which contains an induced subgraph isomorphic to G(P). Hence, G(P) 
contains an infinite sequence of distinct subgraphs isomorphic to G(P), each 
containing the next as an induced subgraph. 
A subset S ~_ P represents a given graph G, as a common factor graph, if 
G(S) = G. An obvious choice for canonical representation of a finite graph G is 
provided by that subset of P which is lexicographically earliest amongst all 
subsets, with elements arranged in decreasing order, which represent G. For 
example, the complete graph Kn on n vertices is canonically represented by the 
first n even positive integers, and the independent graph kn on n vertices is 
canonically represented by the first n primes. 
Define the level of a given graph G to be the largest integer in the canonical 
representation f G as a common factor graph. Thus, the level of a finite graph G 
is the largest integer in the smallest initial segment of P with common factor 
graph containing G as an induced subgraph. The level of Kn is 2n and the level of 
/(n is pn. Determining the level of a graph is not always trivial. For example, with 
n 1> 4, the level of the n-cycle C~ is 
min max {po(opo(i+ l) : 1 <~ i < n } , 
where pi is the ith prime, and the minimum is taken over all permutations o of 
{1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. This shows that the level of C4 is 21, and that the level of C~ is 
asymptotic to ¼n2(log n) 2. The star K1,~_1 of order n has level PtP2" " "P~-I; the 
logarithm of this product is asymptotic for ½n 2 log n. It is not clear whether any 
graph of order n has a higher level than the star. [] 
2. Common factors among consecutive integers 
We shall now restrict attention to common factor graphs of sets of consecutive 
integers. In particular, G(m, n) will denote the common factor graph on n I> 2 
consecutive integers of which the smallest is m. 
Clearly G(P) is a connected graph of diameter 2, since any two coprime 
integers in P have common factors with their product. However, G(2, n) contains 
isolated vertices for every n >I 2: the isolated vertices are the primes p satisfying 
X2(n + 1) < p ~< n + 1. The existence of such primes is guaranteed by Chebyshev's 
theorem that ~r(2k)- ~r(k)I> 1 for any positive integer k, where ~r(x) is the 
number of primes not exceeding x. Evidently the number of isolated vertices in 
G(2, n) is asymptotic to ½n/log n. 
The even vertices of any G(m, n) form a clique (maximal complete subgraph), 
since no odd vertex u can have a common factor with u -  1 or u + 1. Those 
vertices of any G(m, n) which are not isolated all belong to a single component 
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containing the clique of even vertices: For if two vertices v, w are adjacent, they 
have a common prime factor p, so among the n consecutive integers beginning 
with m there are at least two consecutive multiples of p. One of these multiples of 
p is even, so each of v, w is either in the clique of even vertices or adjacent to it. 
ThUS, 
If n t> 6, then G(m, n) consists of a connected component of order greater than 
½n, and any vertices not in this component are isolated. 
This focuses attention on the isolated vertices of G(m, n). Typically G(m, n) 
has many isolated vertices. Yet this is not always the case. For example, note that 
if m is a multiple of all the primes less than n, and n >I 3, then G(m, n) has m + 1 
as its only isolated vertex. But the most intriguing fact in this regard is the 
following. 
Theorem 3. For fixed n, there exists a common factor graph G(m, n) with no 
isolated vertices precisely when n >>- 17. 
This result has an interesting history. Around 1940 PiUai [7] and Szekeres (see 
[6]) independently proved (in our terms) that G(m, n) must have an isolated 
vertex if n <~ 16, and observed that this is not so if n = 17. Their interest in the 
problem arose from its connection with the problem of proving that a product of 
n consecutive integers cannot be a perfect square or higher power. (The latter 
problem was completely settled by Erdts and Selfiddge [3] in 1975.) 
Hllai [7] made a conjecture quivalent to the following: for each n >~ 17 there is 
an m such that G(m, n) has no isolated vertices (so is connected), but was able to 
demonstrate his only for 17 <~ n <~ 430. The conjecture was proved by Brauer [1] 
for n >I 300, thus settling the problem. Evidently the Braner-Pillai results were 
not known to the authors of [9], who featured cases n = 5 and n = 16 as their 
Problem 71, for they remarked that the situation  = 17 was unknown. Harborth 
[5], relying on this and communications with Engel regarding [2], produced an 
independent solution comprising a spedal construction for 17 <~ n ~< 457 and a 
uniform construction for n I> 458. Meanwhile, Evans [4] had improved on the 
Brauer-Pillai constructions by producing a special construction for n = 17 and 18, 
and a simple uniform construction for n/> 19. 
Because of the intrinsic interest of Theorem 3, we now give a completely 
uniform construction, closely related to that of Evans, for the sutiidency part of 
the theorem. 
Theorem 3. (Sufficiency) For any given n >I 17, there is a common factor graph 
G(m, n) with no isolated vertices. 
Proof. Choose five consecutive primes q~ < q2 < q3 < q4 < q5 with q~ t> 7, and let 
H be the product of all primes less than ql. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, 
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there are infinitely many positive integers a satisfying 
a -- 0 (mod/ / ) ,  
a - 1 (mod q0,  
a - -1  (mod q2), 
a = q l  (mod q3) 
a ~ -q l  (mod q4) 
a --= -q2  (mod qs). 
For any i satisfying -q2  < i < q3, these conditions on a guarantee that either a + i 
has a common factor with a, or else i e {+1, -l-q1, q2}. In the latter case, a + i is 
an odd multiple of one of the five primes qr, each of which also has an even 
multiple strictly between a -q2  and a +q~. This is ensured by the three 
conditions 
q3 < 2ql,  q4 < ql + q2, q5 < 2q2. 
To see that these hold for qs ~> 7, we note that Rosser and Schoenfeld [8] proved 
~r(2.r) - ~r(x) > 5ax/log x for 2x I> 41. It easily follows that 
2, for 2x >/11, 
:r(2x) - :r(x) I> 3, for 2x t> 17. 
Hence q3 < 2ql and q5 < 2q2 hold if qx I> 7. Also q4 < 2ql < ql + q2 holds if 
ql ~> 11, and q4 < ql + q2 is immediate when q~ = 7. 
It follows from this construction that G(a -q2 + 1, n) has no isolated vertices 
for any n satisfying q~ + q2 - 1 ~< n ~< q2 + q3 - 1. This allows every prime ql t> 7 
to be chosen, so every n t> 17 is covered. [] 
Since adjacency in G(m, n) corresponds to the presence of at least one prime 
factor less than n, we have G(m, n) = G(m', n) if m =-- m' (mod H~), where Hn is 
the product of primes less than n. Furthermore, an isomorphism G(m, n)"- 
G(H~ - m - n + 1, n) is induced by the correspondence i ~ H~ - i. These obser- 
vations easily enable us to prove the necessity part of Theorem 3. 
Theorem 3. (Necessity) If 2 <~ n <-16, the common factor graph G(m, n) has 
isolated vertices. 
Proof. The case n = 2 follows from the coprimality of any two consecutive 
integers. Suppose n >I 3. We have just seen that any G(m, n) is isomorphic to a 
G(m', n) with O~m'<½Hn. Direct search shows that every G(m, n) with 
3 ~< n ~ 16 and 0 <~ m < 15 015 = ½//16 has isolated vertices. The required result 
follows. [] 
For n I> 17, let mo(n) denote the smallest positive integer m such that G(m, n) 
has no isolated vertices, so G(mo, n) is connected. It follows from the preceding 
observations that mo(n)<½//n. Now consider any connected G(m, 2n). The 
extreme vertices m and m + 2n - 1 have opposite parity. The odd one is adjacent 
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in G(m, 2n) to an even multiple of any one of its prime factors p < 2n, whence it 
follows that every vertex adjacent o the odd extreme vertex is adjacent o at least 
one other vertex. Thus deletion of the odd extreme vertex leaves a connected 
common factor graph on 2n-  1 consecutive integers. Hence for n I> 9 we have 
mo(2n - 1) <~ mo(2n) if mo(2n) is even, and mo(2n - 1) ~< mo(2m) + 1 if mo(2n) is 
odd. Similarly mo(2n) >/m0(2n + 1). 
Pillai [7] knew that m0(17)=2184, and that the only connected graphs 
G(m, 17) are given by m - 2184, -2200 (mod H17), where//17 = 30 030. In Table 
1 the values of mo(n) are given for 17 ~< n ~< 33, there being no others below 106. 
Note that mo(n) is not monotonic, reminiscent of the well-known fact that first 
occurrences of specified gaps between consecutive primes do not occur 
monotonically. 
Let C be a run of consecutive integers uch that the common factor graph G(C) 
is connected. Consider the graph G*(C), formed by taking as vertices all the 
connected common factor graphs on subintervals of C, with any two vertices 
G(S) and G(S') adjacent if one of S and S' is a subinterval of the other, 
obtainable by deleting the initial or final integer of the interval. We shall call the 
graph G*(C) a constellation if it has order at least 2 and C is not a subinterval of a 
larger interval C' such that the common factor graph G(C') is also connected. If
the interval C contains n integers, the least being m, and G*(C) is a constellation, 
then G*(m, n) is a suitable explicit notation for it. 
The derivation of the inequalities for m0(2n) shows that every connected 
G(m, 2n) is a vertex of a constellation of order at least 3. It follows that every 
constellation has order at least 3. The construction given to prove Theorem 
3(Sufficiency) shows that all the common factor graphs G(a- q2 + 1, n)  with 
ql + q2 -- 1 ~< n ~< q2 + q3 - 1 are vertices of a constellation of order at least 
qs - ql + 1. Hence there is no upper bound on the order of constellations. 
Several constellations are evident in Table 1, including G*(151 058,33), which 
is a path P7 with vertex set 
{G(151058+r, 33- r - s ) :0~<r~<3 with s =0;  0~<s~<2 with r =4}. 
In Table 2 for 17 ~< n <~ 19 we specify all values of m for which G(m, n) is 
Table 1. Starting point mo of first run of n 
consecutive positive integers with no common 
factor isolate (mo < 106) 
n ~0 n mo n mo 
17 2184 23 171 054 29 151 062 
18 27 829 24 323 510 30 151 061 
19 27 828 25 127 374 31 151 060 
20 87 890 26 323 510 32 151 059 
21 87 890 27 151 062 33 151 058 
22 171 054 28 151 062 >33 >106 
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Table 2. All starting points m < ½Hn for runs of n consecutive integers with no 
common factor isolate (17 ~< n ~< 19) 
n = 17 n = 18 n = 19 
m(mod 30030) m(mod510510) 
2184 27 829 
87 890 
m(mod510510) 
27 828 
87 890 
163 488 
171 054 
249678 
connected. This data was determined by the same calculations needed to produce 
Table 1. These calculations also revealed an interesting constellation G*(771 320, 
27), which is a graph P5 x P5 with vertex set 
{G(771 320+ r, 23 - r  +s):0~<r~<4, 0~<s ~<4}. 
One wonders what other interesting large constellations await discovery. 
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